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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of the application of a shape-optimization technique to the design of the stator and the rotor of a
centrifugal turbine conceived for Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) applications. Centrifugal turbines have the potential to compete
with axial or radial-inflow turbines in a relevant range of applications, and are now receiving scientific as well as industrial recog-
nition. However, the non-conventional character of the centrifugal turbine layout, combined with the typical effects induced by the
use of organic fluids, leads to challenging design difficulties. For this reason, the design of optimal blades for centrifugal ORC
turbines demands the application of high-fidelity computational tools. In this work, the optimal aerodynamic design is achieved by
applying a non-intrusive, gradient-free, CFD-based method implemented in the in-house software FORMA (Fluid-dynamic Opti-
mizeR for turboMachinery Aerofoils), specifically developed for the shape optimization of turbomachinery profiles. FORMA was
applied to optimize the shape of the stator and the rotor of a transonic centrifugal turbine stage, which exhibits a significant radial
effect, high aerodynamic loading, and severe non-ideal gas effects. The optimization of the single blade rows allows improving
considerably the stage performance, with respect to a baseline geometric configuration constructed with classical aerodynamic
methods. Furthermore, time-resolved simulations of the coupled stator-rotor configuration shows that the optimization allows to
reduce considerably the unsteady stator-rotor interaction and, thus, the aerodynamic forcing acting on the blades.
c© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the IV International Seminar on ORC Power Systems.
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1. Introduction

Among the several industrial application of organic fluids, Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power systems represent
one of the most attractive technology for the exploitation of energy sources featuring medium-low enthalpy level [1].
As well known ([2],[3]), the performance of the whole ORC power system is crucially determined by the efficiency
of the turbine, whose optimization is complicated by the character of organic fluids, which combine low enthalpy
drops with high expansion ratios. The low enthalpy drop has historically led to compact configurations with relatively
low number of stages, featuring supersonic flows, converging-diverging cascades and strong shocks at blade outlet
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regions [4,5]. The subsequent limitations in the design and (especially) off-design turbine performance call for layouts
featuring higher number of stages in present-day ORC turbines, accepting an increased size of the machine.

With the aim of preserving compactness while increasing the number of stages, the novel radial-outflow or cen-
trifugal turbine represents a valid alternative to conventional layouts, and it is now receiving scientific [6] as well as
industrial [7] recognition. The centrifugal layout allows disposing many stages in a relatively compact device, reduc-
ing the cascade expansion ratios and, hence, avoiding supersonic flow conditions. Furthermore, centrifugal turbines
can properly accomplish the large volumetric flow ratio thanks to the inherent increase of passage area along the flow
path, thus limiting the flaring angle without significant increase in meridional flow component. For these reasons, this
set-up has the potential for achieving high aerodynamic performance as well as wide power control capability.

A research program on the development of novel centrifugal turbines for ORC applications is presently ongoing
at Politecnico di Milano, with the aim to propose specific design remarks for this technology. To this end, a design
methodology has been conceived with a hierarchical approach, first considering the preliminary design on the basis
of mean-line and throughflow codes [6], then laying-down basic criteria for the aerodynamic design of centrifugal
turbine profiles [8], and finally focusing on the three-dimensional aerodynamics of centrifugal turbine blade rows [9].

As a step forward of this study, the optimal design of a centrifugal turbine stage (considering both the stator and
the rotor blades) is proposed in the present paper. Due to the non conventional configuration, the identification of the
optimal shapes for centrifugal turbine blades working with organic fluids demands the application of an automated
and systematic technique based on high-fidelity computational tools and optimization strategies. The procedure here
applied is constructed by combining a geometrical parametrization technique, a Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
model, and a surrogate-based gradient-free optimization method. High-fidelity steady and time-resolved calculations
of the flow in the stage are then performed for both the baseline and optimal configurations, to investigate the effects
of optimization on both the stage efficiency and the aerodynamic forcing acting on the front section of the rotor blade.

This paper is structured as follows. At first the stage configuration and the construction of the baseline configuration
for the turbine blades are recalled. Then the shape optimization of the two blades is presented. Finally the unsteady
flow in the baseline and optimal configurations, as well as the stage performance, are presented and discussed.

2. Baseline Blade Configuration

The centrifugal blade rows studied in this work were conceived for application in the six-stage ORC centrifu-
gal turbine proposed in [6] operating with MDM as working fluid. Operating conditions, size, power release, and
aerodynamic efficiency resulting from the preliminary design were discussed in [6] and are recalled here in Table 1.

Table 1. 6-stage turbine conditions, size and performance.

Fluid PT,in TT,in Pout Ω Outlet Diameter Power Total-to-total efficiency

MDM 10 bar 274 C 0.17 bar 3000 rpm 1.0 m 1.27 MW 0.869

The layout of the turbine consists in six 0.5 reaction stages, each of them featuring the same discharge flow angle
(66.7 deg, opposite in sign between stators and rotors), and the same blade meridional chord (26 mm). The six-stage
arrangement allows to limit the flow regime to transonic conditions, despite the large pressure ratio.

The present work discusses the optimal aerodynamic design of the first-stage nozzle and rotor blade rows, refereed
to as CN-I and CR-I in the following. As usual in present-day turbomachinery design, simple criteria are first applied
to identify a preliminary shape configuration, which is then optimized using an automatic technique. In the present
study, the preliminary (or baseline) shape of the two blade profiles were obtained by applying the technique proposed
in [8], which suggests to adopt aft-loaded profiles featuring an elliptic-arc mean line to provide a sufficiently smooth
acceleration of the flow along the blade channel. Then, a conventional distribution of thickness is applied to the mean-
line to construct the blade. The resulting profiles, originally constructed in the Cartesian coordinate system, are finally
mapped on the polar one using a conformal transformation, in order to maintain the geometric angles of the blade.

Figure 1 reports the layout of the two blade rows under consideration, obtained by applying the aforementioned
procedure. The CN-I blade was constructed in order to deflect the flow from radial-outward flow to 66.7 deg; the
blade number, selected using the Zweifel criterion, resulted equal to 27. The distribution of thickness was taken from
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Fig. 1. Baseline configuration of the CN-I (in black) and the CR-I (in red) blade rows assembled in the first stage of the centrifugal turbine.

that of a lightly loaded low-pressure axial turbine. The CR-I blade was constructed to deflect the (relative) flow from
about +50 deg to -66.7 deg; for such a high aerodynamic loading, the application of the Zweifel criterion led to 52
blades. Moreover, the slender profile shape used for the stator was found to be unsuitable for a blade with turning
larger than 90 deg, as flow-detachment might occur in the central part of the profile. For this reason an alternative
thickness distribution was assigned, taken from that of a high-pressure turbine blade, resulting in a more advantageous
configuration also from te structural point of view.

3. Blade Optimization

The progress in computational capability, the increased fidelity of CFD models, and the improved effectiveness of
optimization algorithms have recently triggered the development of novel design tools to determine the optimal shape
of turbomachinery blades. Among the techniques presently available, deterministic adjoint-based methods [10,11]
and heuristic evolutionary methods [12] are nowadays object of intense application and research in Aerodynamics.
Evolutionary methods, in particular, are of interest as they allow to explore a wide range of feasible solutions without
being ’intrusive’ with respect to the source flow model, as they only require the use of direct calculation tools.

In this work, the shape-optimization of the centrifugal blades is carried out by applying the in-house package
FORMA (Fluid-dynamic OptimizeR for turbo-Machinery Aerofoils) recently set-up at Politecnico di Milano. The
optimization strategy, introduced in the following, is constructed by combining three main bricks, i.e. a geometry-
parameterization code, a high-fidelity and validated CFD solver, and a surrogate-based evolutionary algorithm.

3.1. Geometry Parameterization Method

In shape optimization problems, it is common practice to parametrize the geometry with piecewise functions, so to
control the shape by moving a limited number of so-called Control Points (CPs). In the FORMA package, B-Spline
curves are used to parameterize the line of the blade profile; the global and local control of the shape provided by the
use of B-Splines makes them a powerful tool for aerodynamic design [13]. The position of the CPs and their range of
variation define the design space of the optimization problem. Piecewise lines of order 3 are used in this work. More
details on the parametrization technique can be found in [14].

To set-up the optimization, at first an approximate representation of the baseline blade shape is constructed using
a B-Spline curve, defined and manipulated by the position of the CPs; once the number and the spacing of the CPs is
prescribed, the coordinates of the CPs are found via a least squares interpolation method. The pressure and suction
sides of the blade are generated as a unique B-Spline curve, filleted by a circular-arc trailing edge.
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3.2. Computational Flow Model

To evaluate the fitness of the configurations progressively selected by the optimization algorithm, quasi-3D CFD
simulations are performed using the ANSYS-CFX solver. Turbulence effects are introduced using the k − ω S S T
model, prescribing wall y+ below unity all along the blade profile. To introduce the non-ideal thermodynamic behavior
of the MDM, a look-up table approach was used. The look-up table was constructed by sampling the Span-Wagner
Equations of State [15] though the thermodynamic library FluidProp and including tabulated transport properties.

Calculations are performed on structured grids composed by hexahedral elements, re-generated for each CFD run
performed throughout the optimization process. Meshes composed by 50 kcells in the blade-to-blade surface were
found to provide an optimal trade-off between computational cost (10 minutes for a CFD run on a 16-processor Linux
cluster) and result fidelity (5% overestimate in the entropy production with respect to the grid independent value [8]).

The baseline and optimal configurations were finally assessed after the optimization by means of time-resolved
CFD simulations performed on a grid independent mesh (composed by 100 kcell in the blade-to-blade surface) and
using second order accuracy for the discretization of the unsteady term. The reliability of the time-resolved flow
model had been previously assessed against unsteady measurements performed by the authors themselves [16].

3.3. Surrogate-Based Optimization Strategy

The optimization technique applied in this work is based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs). GAs are attractive as they
allow to deal with oscillating and non-smooth objective functions, as well as to easily handle constrained and multi-
objective optimization problems [17]. Furthermore, GAs are global optimization methods and, hence, are best suited
in presence of a multiplicity of local optima (a situation that cannot be excluded a priori in aerodynamic design).

Nevertheless, GAs require a massive application of the direct computational tool, that in case of CFD often result
in an unacceptable computational burden. To tackle this cost, a surrogate evolutionary strategy was applied in this
study. This technique is conceived so that the GA operates only on a surrogate model of the objective function. To be
effective, the surrogate model has to be a reliable representation of the objective function; in surrogate-based strategies
the model is initialized and progressively updated during the optimization, so that the shape is optimized while the
reliability of the surrogate improves. In this work, the objective function is approximated by applying the the Kriging
meta-model, as it allows to properly capture the complexity of response surfaces featuring sharp curvature changes,
even in presence of highly irregular distributions of interpolation points.

In surrogate-based optimization, the model is initialized by interpolating a database of configurations tested with
CFD. To improve the reliability of the surrogate model, a Surrogate-Based Global Optimization (SBGO) is applied.
In SBGO, the model is ’trained’ by progressively adding the optima found during the optimization, and tested with
CFD, to the initial database. In this way, the SBGO results computationally efficient, even though the convergence
is not guaranteed. However, previous applications of FORMA [14,18] as well as preliminary trials made at the early
stages of this work did not show convergence issues if a sufficiently large initial data-base is assigned.

The FORMA package was assembled making use of the object-oriented framework Dakota [19]. A single-objective
GA was used as optimization tool, by resorting to the JEGA library (Java Engine for Genetic Algorithms). After a
preliminary parametric study, the GA was set-up with a population size of 300 generations, a crossover rate of 0.8,
and a mutation rate of 0.02; elitism was also used as a selection technique. To determine the Kriging parameters, the
Surfpack library was employed. In order to initialize the surrogate model, a Latin Hypercube technique was used,
with a population equal to 10 times the number of design variables.

3.4. Optimization results

In this work the FORMA package was applied to optimize singularly the blades of the CN-I and the CR-I cascades.
The performance of the resulting stage was then evaluated afterwards, by combining the optimal cascades. The CN-I
case is first considered, then the CR-I case is presented.

Despite the moderate level of cascade aerodynamic loading, the design of CN-I is complicated by the significant
radial effect. The application of the design method proposed in [8] to CN-I leads to blades featuring a long and
curved region of un-guided turning on the rear suction side. This makes critical the blade aerodynamics, especially
considering the transonic flow regime, which may lead to the onset of shocks in the rear part of the profile (see [9]).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. CN-I optimization. (a): design space definition. (b) baseline and optimal shapes

To proper control the CN-I blade aerodynamics, the shape optimization was focused on the rear part of the profile.
However, as discussed in detail in [18], also the front suction side was found to be critical, as adverse pressure
gradients might establish in this area. Therefore, the CN-I baseline geometry was parametrized with 21 CPs, 14 of
those are movable by ±0.4mm along the direction normal to the local blade surface, as reported in Figure 2(a). The
optimization was run by assigning the entropy generation across the cascade as objective function to minimize. Figure
2(b) reports the result of the optimization by comparing the baseline and the optimal blade shapes. The optimization
enlarges the blade in the leading edge region, it increases the blade curvature in the central region, and finally it
reduces the curvature in the rear region downstream of the throat (thus limiting the un-guided turning). This shape
allows to minimize the over-speed on the rear suction side and the subsequent rear shock, and also guarantees a smooth
pressure distribution along the whole blade surface. In quantitative terms, the optimization reduces by about 35% the
entropy production. Single-cascade CFD simulations with grid-independent mesh indicates a drop from 3.1% to 2.0%
in kinetic energy loss coefficient (here defined as the isentropic-to-real enthalpy difference at the cascade exit divided
by the discharge kinetic energy, both evaluated at 20% of the radial chord downstream of trailing edge).

CR-I exhibits very different features with respect to CN-I, but it shares with this latter some design difficulties; the
significant curvature in the rear region, required to regularly distribute the very high turning along the whole blade,
complicates the design especially on the suction side. The ’crown’ region in the central section of the blade, featuring
the largest camber and the largest thickness of the blade, is also critical, especially for the control of blade loading.
These considerations led to parametrize the blade with 20 CPs, 8 of those are movable by ±1mm along the direction

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. CR-I optimization. (a): design space definition. (b) baseline and optimal shapes
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normal to the local blade surface, as reported in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) reports the comparison between the baseline
and the optimal rotor blade shape. The optimization alters significantly the rear suction side of the blade, reducing the
curvature in the region of un-guided turning. The optimization also reduces the blade thickness in the ’crown’ region
of the blade, leaving instead almost unaltered the pressure side of the blade. As a result, the flow turning process
within the channel is smoothed and the shock generated in the rear suction side is weakened. In quantitative terms,
the optimization reduces the entropy production by about 50%; the resulting kinetic energy loss coefficient, evaluated
half a radial chord downstream of trailing edge by means of single-cascade CFD simulations in the rotating frame,
drops from 5.9% to 2.8%.

4. Stage performance

The optimization of the stator and rotor blades leads to a net reduction of entropy generation across the cascades.
The increase in stage performance provided by the optimization can be properly quantified by means of stator-rotor
coupled simulations. For this analysis, the configuration with the baseline blades (namely, the one shown in Figure
1) was compared with the stage featuring the optimal blades. The stage performance, evaluated as total-to-total
efficiency, was found to increase from 92.0% to 93.2% when optimal blades are adopted. This difference is sufficiently
high for being estimated reliably by the CFD solver (as demonstrated against experiments in [16]), and confirms that
a significant increase in stage performance can be achieved by applying optimization tools to centrifugal turbines.

5. Stage unsteady aerodynamics

To appreciate the impact of optimization with a more broad perspective, the time-resolved aerodynamics of the
stage configuration is now considered. In particular, two simulations were performed, by considering first the baseline
stator and then the optimal stator in combination to the optimal rotor. In this way, the impact of the stator blade
optimization on the rotor aerodynamics can be highlighted. As the rotor blade number is not an exact multiple of the
stator one, the rotor blade was scaled by applying a homothetic transformation, so to match the closest multiple of
stator blade number (54) keeping unaltered the blade shape.

Figure 4 reports the instantaneous distributions of absolute Mach number in the whole stage for the case with the
baseline stator at four instants of the rotor blade passing period (BPP in the following). Such images allow to highlight
the shock patterns in-between the blade rows, as well as their impact on the stator aerodynamics in the region of un-
guided turning and on the rotor aerodynamics in the front section of the blade. As a general consideration, the
aerodynamic interaction between the blade rows is very significant, as a result of the transonic nature of the flow and
the very small radial gap. In particular, from the beginning (t/BPP = 0.00) to the middle (t/BPP = 0.50) of the BPP,
the flow evolves from a smooth shock-free condition into a configuration featuring a region of supersonic flow, where
the Mach number reaches 1.25, followed by a relatively strong shock impinging on the front section of the rotor blade.
The observed evolution of the flow is motivated by the combination between the local expansion regions on the stator
and rotor blades. As the rotor sweeps in front of the stator, a diverging ’virtual’ duct is generated in-between the rear
suction side of the stator and the front suction side of the rotor, promoting the supersonic expansion of the transonic
flow discharged by the stator; the shape (in particular, the cross-section variation) of this virtual duct changes with
time, altering the instantaneous Mach number distribution in this region. Similar effects were observed in transonic
axial gas turbines [20,21]; however, the shape of the virtual duct (and its change with time) is much more difficult
to visualize and identify in the present centrifugal layout, as the radial effect makes the cross-section to inherently
increase in the stator-rotor gap. In the second half of the period (t/BPP = 075) the relative position of stator and rotor
determines a virtual duct with a very small divergence, resulting in a lower over-speed and a weakening of the shock.

The frames of Figure 4 indicate that the non-optimized stator induces large fluctuations on the rotor loading. To
highlight the impact of optimization on the rotor aerodynamic forcing, Figure 5 reports the same kind of representation
of Figure 4, but for the stage with both optimal stator and rotor cascades. The flow phenomena and the evolution of
the flow are similar to those described for the previous case; nevertheless, the optimization of the stator blade leads to
a significant reduction of the over-speed generated in the stator-rotor gap. In the central part of the BPP the supersonic
flow region within the virtual duct constituted by the stator and rotor blades still appears, but with a lower maximum
Mach number(1.15 against 1.25 of the previous case). Single-cascade simulations show that the optimization reduces
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(a) t/BPP = 0.00 (b) t/BPP = 0.25

(c) t/BPP = 0.50 (d) t/BPP = 0.75

Fig. 4. Centrifugal turbine with baseline stator and the optimal rotor. Instantaneous Mach number distribution.

(a) t/BPP = 0.00 (b) t/BPP = 0.25

(c) t/BPP = 0.50 (d) t/BPP = 0.75

Fig. 5. Centrifugal turbine with optimal stator and rotor blades. Instantaneous Mach number distribution.

the over-speed of the stator blade; this beneficial feature is preserved when the cascade is operated in the actual
unsteady condition of the stage, leading to a weaker shock impinging on the rotor and thus reducing the forcing.

Alongside stator-rotor interaction effects, the optimization may have an impact also on the interaction between the
stages. As visible from the sharp gradients in absolute Mach number downstream of the turbine, the rotor itself is
transonic and generates a relatively strong shock close to the trailing edge, modulated by the interaction with the wake
and pressure field of the first stator. The optimization of the CR-I weakens the shock as well as the optimization of
the CN-I reduces the shock modulation, potentially minimizing the forcing on the blade rows of the following stage.
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6. Conclusions

This paper has presented the application of a shape-optimization technique to the design of a centrifugal turbine
stage for ORC application. The technique, implemented in the in-house design package FORMA, makes use of a
geometry-parametrization tool, an high-fidelity flow solver, and a surrogate-based evolutionary algorithm.

The baseline shape of the blades, constructed by means of conventional aerodynamic methods, were first parametrized
via B-Splines identified by a limited number of control points. An experimentally validated CFD model was used in
combination to a look-up table approach for the simulations of non-ideal transonic flow of organic fluids. To tackle
the computational cost of the optimization, the evolutionary algorithm was coupled to a Kriging surrogate model.

The study has demonstrated that the application of an automated method to optimize the shape of non-conventional
blade rows provides relevant benefits in terms of stage efficiency, which rises by more than 1%, and of aerodynamic
forcing. As a matter of fact, the optimization of the blades reduces both the entropy generation and the azimuthal gra-
dients in the flow released by the cascades, weakening the stator-rotor interaction phenomena. This results in weaker
shocks impinging on the rotor blade and weaker shocks generated at the rotor-exit, reducing the flow unsteadiness.
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